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Corner of 25 street and Lexington Ave., site of the nearly completadAcademic Complex.
Once the building is completed student actiVity space will be reduced by 50%.
(PhotolFranck Mongbe)See STUDENTS, Page 5
President Sara Garibaldi. "We would have to
cut down activities in the spring semester,
because there are more events in spring than
faIL"
The failure of the Baruch administration to
prioritize the student's needs above the their
needs, is not a new issue. It resembles the long
elevator lines - where students still wait twenty
minutes; the neglected bathrooms, where miss-
ing soap is a re-occurring problem; and the
poorly handled transfer credit system where
some students wait two years to have an evalu-
ation completed. Consistently enough, the
Baruch Administration places students on the
back burner, while they focus on administrative
priorities.
Even though the vertical campus is almost
finished and it's chopped top can be seen from
afar. There is stilI time to correct inadequate
space allocation. Light bulbs stilI dangle from
extension cords illuminating designated rooms,
yet to be defined by furniture proving, a solu-
tion is still available to give students the social
learning experience not found in a lecture audi-
torium of 400 students. It is in an intimate set-
ting of a lounge or at <1 festive party sponsored
by a club. which gives students a well-rounded
education- combining academia and social net-
working.
.
The Battle for Space
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Part 3 ojSpace Race Series
By Vanessa Witenko
News Editor
During the construction phase of the new
building. there was much lobbying and a con-
stant battle for space. Ironically, despite the
fact that Baruch College has more than 15.000
students. the new building projected to open in
Fall 200L will have less space for student
activities,
At present. Baruch students have eight rooms
dedicated as activity space. In the new building
there will be a reduction of 500/0 - to four rooms
earmarked for student activ ities.
"Compared to what we have now. we will
have less space in the new building." said USG
See BARUCH, Pagel
at Catalyst, a leading 'nonprofit organization
working to advance women in business was
contacted by Katira Cepeda who's interest was
sparked on the subj ect after reading an article
in Business Week magazine.
The article discussed the stagnant evolution
of women's advancement in Corporate
America. Cepeda explained that the Business
Week article led to her doing a research paper
on women in upper management positions.
which in turn lead 10 her suggesting to invite
Rosa to speak at Baruch College.
Based on her own research and Rosa's pre-
sentation. Cepeda said. "These presentations
will actually shed some light on the realities
that most women will encounter whe n entering
the workforce."
The 1999 Catalyst Census fact sheet states.
"Women of color hold just 159 of the 8.463
board seats among 777 companies from whom
Catalvst obtained data on raceethnicity.'
These 159 seats held by women of color
comprise just I .9~,-() of the total board seats
among the 777 companies.
One hundred and eleven of the 159 board
seats are held by African-American women.
another 25 held by Latinas. 18 by Asian
women, and 5 seats classified as ·Oth~r·.
"My [research] findingsproved that not only
did I not know too many women occupying
upper management positions. but that none of
the [Baruch] students I interviewed were aware
of the harsh realities of women in the work-
place." said Cepeda.
In 1998. there was a study held entitled
"Women and the MBA: Gateway to
. Opportunity:' conducted by Catalyst.
University of Michigan Business School and
the Center for the Education of Women. The
"I thinkthis is an important event for Baruch
women, since this is a business school and
many women here are seeking professions in
Corporate America; they should be aware of
what to expect. said Cortez. "Even though you
would think Fraternities deal with issues con-
cerning only men, we strive to include issues
dealing with all underrepresented groups."
"At first some people were hesitant to sponsor
an event together with Women's History
Month, but seeing that we can raise an issue
concerning not onlv Latinas. but all rninorirv...... .
women, we took it," Cortez said.
Rosa, an associate in the research department
On Thursday March 8th. the third Annual
Latino Month committee" sponsored an event
which celebrated both the Latino and Women's
Historv Month. entitled "Where are minority. .
women in corporate America?" presented by
Meesha Rosa. the guest speaker.
Carlos Cortez. of La Unidad Latina. Lambda
Upsilon Lambda Fraternity, Inc (LUL) helped
coordinate this event along with the rest of the
Latino Month Comrni nee, and introduced Rosa
at the outset of the presentation.
By Julie Adams
Acting News Editor
Meesha Rosa talks one-on-one WIth ~.:aner h8r pre.entatlon. Attend8es·disc~.
amongst themselves personal barrier Incorporate Am«ica Uke those outlined
by Rosa. (photo/JUlie Adams) ".'~>"See PSC, Page 3
By Hubert Reyes
Editor-in-Chief
Members of the Professional Staff Congress.. ~
the union that represents CUNY faculty. along
with the aid of several CUNY faculty across all
campuses. are deciding to bring their fight
against the state legislature and the CUNY
Board ofTrustees into the classroom and out in
public, The PSC are uniting the faculty. staff,
and students of all the CUNY colleges on Mar.
28 to strengthen their attempts at gaining a 12
percent increase from the state budget and a
new contract for full-time and adjunct profes-
sors.
Accordina to the PSC. in the fast decade. state. ....
and city funding for CUNY has declined
30.5%. A figure that has helped earn New York
State a dead last ranking in state and local
appropriations for higher education in a state-
by-state report card for higher education that
was put out by The National Center for Public
Policy and Higher Education.. ....
Consequently the decreased CUNY funding
has lead to an increase in tuition for public edu- I
cation. That same report found that Ne~ York I ~):::;;::\::.
State had the 3rd highest percentage of Income I /:t~~tA:
. II I :::::::::::::::::~~~needed to pay for a four-year co ege. /::::::::~~~:~:~"*::.
Along with these budgetary matters. the prob- ~~:..,~':"
lem of available faculty at both-senior and corn-
munity colleges has always been a problem.
Since 1975, the amount of full-time faculty at










Editors Note, Don't Forget
America, The End is Near
SeePage 13
In Business:
Pending Airline Mergers, Plans fer
























Percentage of Full-Time and Part-Time Faculty at
CUNY, 1994-1999
Source: CUNY Staff Facts, Fall 1999
Full~Time Faculty at CUNY
















Above: Part-time faculty across CUNY outnumbers full-time faculty. A'ithough adjuncts outnumber full timers they are poorly paid and do
not hold office hours, the new contract will ensure that their salaries will be Increased. (Graph/PSC)
Above: SInce 1975;-alnlOst--t1atf of the ftrfI-tinte fllcutty-at-6UNV he. *,1I1I"~ThePSG.
union representing the CUNY faculty, hopes to Increase the "Dinbel' of fult-ttme facutty. by-rats-
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CUNY Teaches Across the City
2000. this according to CUNY statistics. A~ of
the 1999 fiscal year. 5 I percent of msrruction
was given by full-time faculty at senior col-
leges
Fhese numbers. along with the declinmg fund-
ing from the state and city. have led the PSC to
take action. While they are trymg to garner a
piece of the state budget. the)' are also trying to
gain a contract for both part-time and full-time
CUNY facuty
"The contract will be both beneficial to facul-
ty and the students." said Jackie DISalvo.
Professor of English here at Baruch DISalvo,
w ho is w orking w ith the PSC to organize the
"leach CUNY" event. said the new contract
would mcrease the salaries for both full-time
and part-time faculty.
"The ('lJNY salaries used to be the best." said
DISalvo "Now, we can't hire young people
because the cost of living here in New York is-
too expensive."
According to CUNY staff facts. as of 1999.
the percentage of .part-time faculty outnum-
bered full-time faculty across CUNY 56.8 per-
cent to 43 2 percent Unfortunately. these part-
time professors are overworked and underpaid
for their services. Adjunct professors are only
paid to teach. they are not paid for the hours
they consult with students outside of class time.
Many adjunct professors must teach several
courses. sometimes at different universities, to
make enough money to sustain themselves.
DtSalvo mentioned that the new contract
would demand that adjunct faculty be paid for
oflice hours. "Students reaJly get cheated," said
DrSalvo, referring to the office hours adjunct
professors do not have.
"Come and testify on
CUNY issues that are
important to you"
I'he campaign to gaul this new contract began
last fall According' to the PSC-eUflY News
Bulletin. the campaigns first attempts at a new
contract began with a letter writing campaign to
former Baruch College President and now
CUNY Chancellor Matthew Goldstein.
The second and perhaps most public attempt
w III be held on March 28 The aim of "Teach
CUNY'. according to Barbara Bowden, presi-
dent of PSC. as quoted in the PSCcuny News
Bulletin. IS "to build an alliance with students
and thel r families. an alliance that the Board of
Trustees cannot ignore." This is important
because The CUNY Board of Trustees is the
ennty that the union IS In negotiations with.
"Our goals are to Improve CUNY's image
w ithin the community and to mobilize the fac-
ult\:' said DISalvo.
I'he mobIlization of the faculty is an important
part ot the equation Disalvo and the PSC hope
that faculty at all CUNY campuses will teach
their students about the changing conditions at
CuNY In order to better help faculty in teach-
ing abo ut CUNY. the PSC. with the help of
DiSalvo, have posted lesson plans that profes-
sors can use during "Teach CUNY" day.
DISalvo urges students to attend the "Teach
Cl [NY· public hearing She believes that testi-
monials from students would be the strongest
\\ a) to hav e state and city officials pay attention
to the needs of CUNY
"Come and testify on CUNY Issues that are
Important to you:' said DiSalvo.
Teach CUNY day is Mar. 28. The Baruch pub-
lie hearing will take place from 3 p.m to 5 p.m.
In room 306. the skylight room. at the 17
Lexington building Further information on






rote models of same
r3cefethntc group
For details on these reported findings and more
visit W"\'\w.cata1ystwQrnen.orl:
educated on what they should do to improve
their chances into high corporate levels in their
professions."
*Latino Month Committee: ASEDOM;
Hispanic Society; LAY (Latino American
Youth); LASO (Latin American Students
Organization); PRIDE (Puerto Ricans for
Involvement Development and
Enlightenment); La Unidad Latina, Lambda
Upsilon Lambda Fraternity, Inc., Business to
Business,; Multicultural Association; Students
for Students; Social and Political Club. With
special thanks to: SHRM (Society for Human
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In response to a side question posed about
how colleges can offer curriculums to prepare
for and focus on the struggles of women in cor-
porate America Rosa said, "In the Catalyst
study "Women and the MBA," the study iden-
tifies ways to improve the business school
experience for women. And one of the recom-
mendations to business schools is to improve
the fit between women's values and the busi-
ness school by enhancing the curriculum and
developing more socially responsible curricula
and targeted financial support (scholarships)."
Rosa also said, "IfBaruch welcomes me back,
I will be happy to return once again," should we
want to diSCUSS this topic on more active
Baruch community level.
After the presentation, Cortez said, "I hope
that many of the women that showed up were
This chart depicts the percentages that account for the 2000 Catalyst CenSLIS of Women
Corporate Officers and Top Earners of the Fortune 500. Of this triangle, the minority women
hold only a fraction of those small numbers. According to the above-mentioned Catalyst Fact
Sheet, women of color represent 10.30/0 of the total female officers (134 out of 1,297) within
the 400 co mpanies that disclosed their officers' raciaVethnic background.
This Catalyst chart reveals the problems women rate as their top barriers to advancement,
not having a mentor or sponsor topping this chart wit" the percentage .
2
-- -------------------------------------------=---====
Baruch Women Learn About Advancement Problems
THE WEISSMAN CENTER FOR INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
BARUCH COLLEGE - THE CITV UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
TAXACCOU TING
-OPPORTUNITY For FULL TIME
EMPLOYMENT
for Seniors and Graduate Students
.zn
Ifyou 're interested, please b,-ing your reSl.lnle to
360 Park A ,'eone South~Room 1357
Tel: (212) 802-6730
Continued From Front
study's findings are based on a survey of MBA
graduates from the twelve top ranked business
schools."
It concluded that African-American women
are the least satisfied with career outcomes and
advancement overall, are more likely than
whites to believe they must make adjustments
to fit ill at work, and are less likely to feel that
they have supportive colleagues.
In the two-hour presentation. Rosa continued
to provide statistic after statistic with graphical
information to visualize these disparities
between genders and minorities in Corporate
America.
In 1999 Catalyst also did a census of women
board directors of the Fortune 1000 companies
and found more startling discoveries. While
this 1999 census fact sheet reported some
progress for women in general over that year
(averaging up 1% since last year and 40/0 since
1994). women of color are still gravely unaf-
fected by the progress due to their sparing rep-
resentation.
"The presentation and the dissemination of
solid data on gender inequality 10 the work-
place \-. ill help draw attention to the importance
of women's presence m the workplace." said
Cepeda.
Rosa offered some tactics on how to break
w orkplacc barriers. such as working w ith local
)- outh orgarnzauons and educational institu-
nons to ....upport internship programs and sum-
mer camps. career panels. mentormg programs.
and \\ork inz with orzaruzatrons seekinz to- - '-
irnprov c ) oung girl's abi lity and confidence 10
math
Cepeda focused on this Idea. say mg. 'B~
making thcrnselv es \- isible to potential employ-
er" or other pertinent sources. \\ omen can not
onl)- break the barriers. but can abo prov e that
they would be a \- aluable asset to an) firm ..
I he ( atalvst fact sheet on nomen oj Color in
( orporate vtanagement abo expands the POll1!.
listing the success factors that w omen of color
aur ioute to then' advancement It states.
"Women of color report \\ hat It takes to suc-
ceed' Most frequently Cited high \ isibility
projects (50.5°/0'): exceeding performance
expectations (48.6% ) . acceptable commuruca-
non style (46 5°0): and hav mg an Influential
mentor sponsor (43 9°;0) ..
..1t IS alw ay s a good Idea to get educated on
I ssues that ) ou know yOU have to face in real
life.' said Cortez "Students In an institution of
higher learnmg should not ani) learn the cur-
riculum set b) the school but also try to achieve
greater understandin 2 about thernselv es."
~ ~
SInce Baruch IS a business college. a moder-
ate turnout \\ as expected. however \It hat
superceded the SIze of the small crowd was
those the Interest show n about the topic, VOiced
through their ample questions
"1 was delighted w ith the tum out and the
audience was vel) receptive to the presentation
+
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said Regam. "Students having less space is not
right." He further commented "It doesn't make
too much sense to me to cut the space in half."
Although President Regan speaks words of
sympathy and acknowledges the injustice of an
unbalanced allocation of space between admin-
istration and students, he did comment that the
plans seem to be unchangeable. "It's locked
up, that's my guess:' said Regan, however.
Regan offered some hope. 001 will see what
adjustments we can make:' said Regan.
It is a consistent statement that once the
building plans were established. no changes
will be made. however the fifth floor was
changed, because President Regan wanted to
move into the new building. Walls were tom
down. conference rooms were moved to other
floors, all at the president's request. Although.
President Regan can not be held responsible. a
request is being made now, by the students.
-
Existing competition for space makes it a
deterrent for club activity, to hold events. "The
more they [the administration] reduce space,
there are less activities," said Fatima Ali.
"Clubs have been dying, because we don't have
enough activities."
Addressing the students' complaints,
Garibaldi sent a memo to President Edward
Regan, on March 6, 200 1 regarding the re-
occurring problem of the diminishing space for
students.
President Regan has not responded to the
memo. however he did respond to the Ticker.
President Regan explained. decisions made on
the new building were done prior to his hiring,
however upon learning the above information
above, he stated "'I am deeply concerned about
what 1 have learned."
President Rssan says he was unaware of the
reduction of-idlocated rooms for student activi-
ties. "I didn't know it went from eight to four,"
-
The Field Center does not advertise to stu-
dents, seminars and conferences sponsored by
The Field Center are not targeted for students,
and the community businesses that receive help
from The Field Center do not recruit Baruch
students upon graduation.
"We don't [advertise to students]," said
Rogoff. And "[The businesses are] too small to.
recruit Baruch students." According to Rogoff:
The Field Center does not-advertise to students,
because many of the lectures are on lessons that
are taught in the Entrepreneurship major.
The students are" not part of the The Field
Center's philosophy, which questions the legit-
imacy of their second floor location in the new
building, where everything else is geared for
students, thus the name "Student
Services."
Interestingly enough, there is space available
at 137 E. 25th St, (the new leased building
located on the west-side of The William and
Anita Newman Library). According to the
lease agreement, the lessor specified he did not
want a heavy flow of student traffic throughout
the building. The 137. E 25th St. building
could house The Field Center, because they
only directly serve twenty students per year, but
the students could never have lounges in the
leased building.
This being said, many students expressed
furious remarks about the miniscule amount of
priority placed on student activities.
"It's preposterous," said Rachelle Louis,
President of Caribbean Student Association. "1
really don't think they're considering students,
I really don't."
Currently,' club members have difficulties
reserving space. Apparently, student activity
space is determined on a first come first serve
basis. On March 15, 2001 there was to be a
bake sale on the 14th floor, but the Latino
Heritage month is having food on the 14th
floor. The bake sale was moved to the 25th ST.
building.
"Other clubs get upset. because we reserved
the room first," said William Catillo. President
of PRIDE and LAY.
BARUCH~S HEALTH NETWORK
INVITES YOU TO
Students Lose 50% ofActivity Space
EXPLORE THE SECRETS OF
ANCIENT FORMULAS FOR
LONGEVITY
"It doesn't make too
much sense to me to cut
the space in half. "
This is especially true of the second floor of
the new building - home to student services.
The second floor is the location of student ser-
vices. including, Student Life, Dean of
Students, Seek, Disabled Student Services,
Academic Consulting, Career Development,
Student Services Accounting Unit, and Student
Lounges, all of which a vast majority of stu-
dents use on a regular basis and directly serve
the students.
The second floor is also the location of, The
Lawrence Field Center for Entreprenuership
and Small Business. which will consume
3.964.08 square feet, to directly serve 20 stu-
dents each year, through internships. The Field
Center shares no commonality with student ser-
vices,
Although, The Field Center only directly
serves 20 students, they indirectly serve all the
students. by offering services to the communi-
ty, which brings recognition and prestige to the
college.
Among the numerous ways The Field Center




360 Park Avenue- South
Rooln 1543
businesses. giving advice on any business prob-
lems. and conducting research for
Entreprenuership.
"We were accredited with saving 200 some
odd jobs. and saving six million dollars in
financing." said Edward Rogoff, director of
The Field Center for Entrepreneurship and
Small Business. "Out of the 250 entre-
prenueurship programs. Baruch was ranked
3 I st. by success magazine." said Rogoff.
Although they do contribute to the communi-
ty. they fail to directly serve students. or even
attempt to make students aware of their pres-
ence.
www.someonelikeyoumovie.com
A STORY ABOUT THE ONE
THAT GOT AWAY AND THE ONE
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The Ticker and 20th Century Fox invite you to win a Someone
Like You prize package and screening tickets by answering a
trivia question. Simply stop by the Ticker office at 360 PAS
Rm 1522 beginning at 1OAM. Ask for Rob.
While supplies last. No purchase necessary.
Layout for the second floor in the New Academic Complex. The Lawrence N. Field Center for Entrepreneurship and Small Business consumes
3,964.08 square feet in the new building. Shaded area at bottom indicates the location of The Field Center. Requests are being made tor the space
to be used for student acitivies
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Please also feel free to contact us
with any valid news, questions,
comments and/or concerns regard-
ing the Ticker News section.
Contact Persons:
tickernewseditor@yahoo.com






















• Meet new people
• Boost your resume
Learn Quark/ Newspaper Production
,
• Get involved in Baruch activities
• Address issues that matter to you
Ticl<er Office:
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of God
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up, all bodies were evacuated from the 14
floor.
The women opted for the sinks and floor
of the ladies bathroom, while the men
were delegated to mopping the main hall.
Out came the lemon-scented Clorox, the
bleach and a host of cleaning fluids.
Everybody was ready to get cracking;
unfortunately, there were not enough mops
for everyone to fully contribute.
Nevertheless, the clean-up operation was
in full swing shortly following everyone's
dismissal. Even non-Baruch students were
lending a hand.
What was wonderful about the clean-up
operation was that no one was complain-
ing as such. Everyone reflected a common
attitude - granted that this was not antici-
pated, but we're prepared to do all we can
to minimize the load on the cleaning staff.
As it turned out, the janitors were found
lounging around the area with their arms
folded and their eyes fixed upon the toiling
students.
Regardless of the lack of assistance on
the part of the janitors. the students pulled
it off very well. Since they were made to
clean the floor several times, the students
left it c leaner than ever. What a way to end
a Hal j celebration ... indeed!
Professor Canagarajahs next colloqui urn
will be on March 25 during club hours.
president of Baruch College. Interestingly,
when the students were engaging in bouts
of verbal sparring and intellectual rabbit-
punching, the president was seen laughing.
He found the sight of Monotheists and
Non-theists locking horns as being rather
amusing.
What came out of this was a discussion
afterwards for a future joint meeting. in a
bigger room! The next meeting will most
likely be on April 5 - a joint meeting
between the MSA. IVCF. and the
Philosophy Club on the topic of life after
death, and people's understandings of the
after-life! It should make for an interesting
discussion as there are numerous views
within the Philosophy Club itself. (Some
believe in reincarnation, while others
believe in nothing after death except the
decomposing of organic matter.)
These sort of interfaith dialogues are
necessary as they help to battle the recent
wave of what English Professor Suresh
Canagarajah calls an "increasing intoler-
ance towards different world view sand
belief svstems in the colleue.' Professor'" ~
Canagarajah has been trying to set up a
colloquium designed to confront this
issue. Indeed. joint meetings do help as \\ ~
only hate what \\ e do not know.





quenting the ladies bathroom, going in
with a medley of hues on their faces and
emerging with conspicuously bland fore-
heads and cheeks.
The fun, as it would have gone on, did
not last too long. Picture shoes with red
soles, carrying their bearer out of hall
1422, treading on the floor leading to the
bathroom and leaving their trail all the
way. Now imagine this being carried out a
couple of hundred times. Not surprisingly,
the Office of Student Life got a whiff of
this and came running downstairs to SUF-
vey the goings-on and perhaps set the
party animals straight.
The president of HSC, Chirag Lal, was
obliged to take the dismayed officers from
Student Life seriously, and subsequently
made a sound executive decision to end
the party at 8:30 p.m sharp. He had to
leave time to undo the wrong f,~ore the
clock struck 10. U
And end at 8:30 p.m. it did. The DJ was
instructed to cease and so the dancers
automatically followed suit. In what came
across as quite a rough and abrupt manner,
one of the security personnel clapped his
hands loudly in the air and declared,
"Party's ()yer. Thanks for coming.
Goodnight everybody." Except for those
who volunteered to stay behind and dean
- "Monotheism, Polytheism, Pantheism,
or Atheism? Which is the most reason-
able?"
- "Is there life after death? Salvation?
Damnation? Reincarnation?
Decomposition?"
The room could only hold sixty people,
with the result that many were left stand-
ing. Since there was a constant flow of
people coming and going. we estimated
that well over one hundred people attend-
ed all. The discussion began slow.. but
started to heat up towards the end. One
student remarked that the meeting was
held by "the Atheist club" which insinuat-
ed that this was (in his mind) exactly the
sort of rancid criminal sleaziness one
might expect from the infidels. However,
the reality was thatthere were only a hand-
ful of atheists in the room. Indeed. some ~
ofthem did try to use the meeting as a plat-
form to put forth their indictment of every-
thing shifty, shoddy.. and just plain rotten
about religion; but it was otherwise pretty
calm.
One of the most questionable remarks
was: "the only difference between a cult
and a religion is a hundred years." There
was also a discussion about the Shroud of
Turin towards the end (which Brett
Neichin brought to an abrupt end by point-
ing out that the shroud was carbon-dated
to the 15 century and was therefore not
connected with Jesus). This was followed
by some "oooohs' from the crowd.
The food being served was a seem ingly
inappropriate combination of pizza. chick-
en tikka and samosa. The most prestigious
visitor to the meeting was Ned Regan. the
didn't matter what one wore, as one would
inevitably have to relegate it to the very
back of the closet.
OJ Sunny was definitely met with overt
Holi being celebrated In Bombay, India. The
Hindu Student Council of Baruch College
tried to recreate the hoIi spirit in room 1422,
360 PAS on the evening of Friday, March 9th.
(photolwww.etsimages.com)
approval from the crowd as it continued
gyrating to the latest as wei 1as old school
Indian film songs, not to mention some
popular bhangra beats. It did not take too
long for the people to get comfortable; and
despite the powdery red carpet beneath
their feet, there was no stopping some
enthusiasts. Some girls were seen fre-
aforementioned VP, Bret Neichin (who is
not an Atheist but a Pantheist), asked the
following: "Why should we assume that
the Bible or the Qur'an is any more mirac-
ulous or authoritative than any other text,
say the Iliad or Dr. Seuss?"
Attempted answers went along the lines
of the Qur'an telling you to lead a good
life, or it being (allegedly) written by an
illiterate man. From the Biblical point of
view, the claim was that the Bible teaches
you how to lead your life - Jesus showed
us all how to walk the path. Supposedly,
the word Bible can be thought of as "Brief
Instruction Before Leaving Earth" After
the meeting, Brett Neichin expressed his
disappointment with the responses to the
question and further ~e1t that no one
answered it (or any other question for that
matter).
Other questions that did not get so much
attention were:
- "Do you actually believe in the anthro-
pomorphic grand father?"
A line of presidents! From right: Eldhose
Varghese (Club India), Ned Regan (Baruch
College), Dennis Gordon (Philosophy ClUb),
Chirag Lal (Hindu Students Council).
(photol Franck Mongbe)
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Another March, another festival for the
Indian community to go wild for - Holi. A
festival of colors, Holi takes its origins
from Indian mythology. However, for peo-
ple today it means a whole day to splash in
colors, ,go around in tasteless yet eye-
catching garb, and get down with anybody
and everybody.
In the United States, however, you are
unlikely to find a bunch ofunrecognizable,
multicolored specimens roaming the
streets armed with water balloons. The
closest that Baruch College came to expe-
riencing Holi was a party organized by the
Hindu Students Council (HSC) on Friday,
March 9, on the 14 floor of 360 PAS.
The organizers brought in colors and the
ever popular drink, 'thandai,' which is tra-
ditionally served on this occasion. The col-
ors ranged from white, yellow and saffron,
to red, green and purple. You can only
imazine the works of art these students.....
carried on their person by the end of their
smearing sessions! The dress code was
white, naturally. A handful of students
were seen covered in white from head to
toe, while others sported jeans, skirts, sal-




The meeting took place March L in room
1904 of the 360 PAS building. We origi-
• nally planned the event when the president
of Club India, Eldhose, expressed a desire
to do a joint meeting with the Philosophy
Club. That quickly evolved into a joint
meeting between the two clubs plus the
Hindu Students Council (HSC). We
agreed that a religious topic would be the
best idea. and thus came up with "Visions
of God: A Meeting of World Views." It
turned out that representatives from the
Musl im Students Association (MSA) and
the Intervarsity Christian Fellowship
(IVCF) would also attend.
The plan was to have different people
give their answers to the question, "What
does God mean to you?" The respective
presidents of HSC and Club India decided
to allow the Phi Club Vice President, Bret
Neichin, and myself to do the moderating
considering that we were already familiar
with that format. The Phi Club has previ-
ouslv led some discussions on heated top-..
ics' such as evolution, the existence of
God, etc.
Originally, the plan for this meeting was
to establ ish a sort of exhibition of different
beliefs: however, the Buddhist. Sikh, and
Hindu st-udents did not speak at all. The
Christians, Muslims and atheists dominat-
ed the discussion - possibly because they
saw it as an opportunity to proselytize.
While the discussion was going relatively
slowly at first, we steppecf it up by apply-
- '"
ing a more skeptical view. First of all. the
eH.IS
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and just sit here and praise their native country
and never praise their new country. If they love
their country so much. then why did they
leave? Better yet, why not go back?
I also feel that our college is totally unpatri-
otic. Why do we not have an American culture
club in Baruch? After all we are in America.
Another thing that aggravates me is when I
see advertisements, signs, etc. in a different
language. English is the language of this coun-
try, not Spanish, Hebrew. and Russian. When I
go on ajob interview, having a good command
of English no longer matters. One of the fi rst
questions I am asked is what other languages
do I speak besides Engli sh?
Let me make something clear before )"OU all
go CIalY and start labeling me as things that I
,C
am not. I am not a racist. I am not against hav-:
ing immigrants come to America. After all. 'our
country is founded on immigrants. But. what I
am against is changing this country for irnmi-
grnn~. 0
businessmen. They do not give gifts to players,
they simply pay them based on their production
or potential to produce. Athletes help produce
jobs that help our economy grow. Without
sports, how many broadcasters. newspaper
columnists, and mascots would need monthly
checks or cheese from the government?
Nobody complains about Barbara Striesand
making $50,000,000 for a lousy concert, or bet-
ter yet, John Travolta making $20.000.000 for
a crappy movie that took three months to shoot.
However, when athletes get paid the world
must stop. The mere fact is the media does not
like to see young black millionaires and are
quick to paint them as greedy and arrogant
jocks. Some of these players use their money
for humanitarian programs and are hardly
given the credit they deserve.
The reason we go to college and study is
because we want to de-velop a skill that will
help us get paid. so we can also have the house
with the swimming pool. These professional
athletes did not just fall into the NBA or MLB.
There were days when they had to get up at five
In the morning to practice and play. even when
injured. They have perfected their skills and
are now being rewarded. so literally don't hate
the players. hate the system. 0
) ou of some of the theories that my fellow stu-
dents had about how I got into this mess. Let's
just say after six calls and three personal visits
I was added to the class again.
Preparation (or the mo"'e to the /1e"W tuuldias-
so. now there is no cafeteria at the 18th street
building. I hope that the people at the security
desk understand this and \\ ill be a bit more
lenient the next time one of us runs outside to
get a snack. without a coat or our ID. I also
hear rumors that there wi II only be one summer
session this year to faci litate the move to the
new building in August. Can someone give us
the effie ial word? Let me suggest to eve!"} one
who will need to go to summer school that they
start looking for altcrnati vcs at other schools.
Also. do not forget to get the necessary perm is-
sion to register at another school.
SUI Cliaiau- how could I end without a \\ord
about our ethically challenged ex-president'?
Did anyone notice that people with money who
contributed to the Presidential Library in
Arkansas dominated the Iist of pardons'? Do I
think this is bad? It does not matter what I
think! The next time Guilaini mouths off at
Bill Clinton. remember that in the last mayoral
race 99% of the Hasidic Jews in Williamsburg
voted for our dear rna, or and they promptly
received 5000 school vouchers while many
families waited tor months. Am I being cvni-
~ .
calor was this quid pro quo?
Good luck to you all until I write to ramble
again. C
By K. Jack
The End is Near
By Donovan Wilson
Don't Forget America
Where has the patriotism in our country
gone? I feel that patriotism is dying, espe-cial-
ly in New York. I only wish we had as much
patriotism as many immigrants have for their
country. It is wonderful to-see that people pay
respect to their countries, but why don'! we pay
respect to ours?
There is one thing that is always bothering
me. Some immigrants come to America
because America has something special to
offer, They know that in America they can live
free and thrive to make something better for
themselves and their family. If this is all true
then why do they not pay respect to America?
Some immigrants that I know have their house
decorated with artifacts from their native coun-
try. yet they do not have. any American arti-
facts.
I can not stand when people come to America
By Americd is Beautiful
Jealous of Our Athletes
Kevin Garnett, of the NBA's Minnesota
Timberwol ves, makes seventeen million dol-
lars a year. Alex Rodriguez just signed a 12
year, $250,000.000 deal with the Texas
Rangers. We are not talking about monopoly
money or foreign currency; we are talking
about real American money. The philosophical
question of why ball players earn more than
teachers, doctors, and even the President is usu-
ally brought up.
This question is thought provoking and seems
to make a great deal of sense. but we intelligent
and sophisticated Baruch students know the
answer. We as oppose to others, are in a busi-
ness schoo I and we understand economics. We
understand that skilled workers get paid higher
than unskilled workers and people that possess
unusual skills will receive extremely high
salaries. We live in a capitalist society where
people are paid the price that they are worth.
Ail urisldlled'pefso~'~igllt-r06k at Derek Jeter
signing a $98,000,000 contract and ask, "how
in the world is he worth that kind of money?"
What most people do not think about is how
much money he is making for the Yankees and
the city ofNew York. Team owners are shrewd
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is the first hint you get! Usually a person's
name will tell you lots of things about them,
like what counrty they originate from and what
The purpose of school is not only to teach religion they are. There's a slim chance that
English literature. accounting. business. and so Professor Stern is Muslim, if you know what 1
on. School is also supposed to teach us "lessons mean ... Knowing this you can assume a lot
for life." Now that sounds kind of abstract, about how the person sees things. Next, how
doesn't it? What is it that we are supposed to be old is he/she? Usually young professors are dif-
learning about life? Truly the problem is often ferent from old professors. Just to get your
that the "life lessons" we are offered in the brain moving, think about this for a second;
schooling process are so well hidden that they what do you think the difference is? Why is
are hard to identify. Sometime those teaching that?
them aren't even aware they are. For the record, I am not encouraging stereo-
I think 1 found one, and even if you don't typing; this is only part of the picture. For the
agree, I'll still argue ·that- thinking ·in -terms of· rest you--have to iisten--for~-bints that-prefes- .
my "discovery" is a helpful stress management sors drop during class. and they do it all the
tool when you encounter a professor with an time. So listen to what they say! Those little
"annoying" grading policy. anecdotes aren't just helpful for getting you
I have often uttered (and heard others say) closer to the end of class, they reveal the
statements related to: '·1 cannot believe I got details. Sometimes a professor will tell you
such a bad grade on such a great essay. How what they do on their free time, what their job
unfair! The professor isn't objective in his/her was during college, and what school they went
judgment! I am supposed to learn to write for to. These are all helpful hints.
m: own benefit. not for theirs. I thought that I Is your professor interested in students or
w ent to school for my own benefit. not for does he/she have an ego problem? Does your
some sadistic bastard to get a kick!' Do you professor have certain fixed ideas, or are they
recognize vourself? Either wav, read on. flexible. and open-minded? The moral of the
~ . .
It would be great if there was an objective story is. don't write an essay about your take on
w ay for teachers to judge work, but there isnt. a topic if they are not going to appreciate it, When I started attending Baruch College four
Teachers are just people. and the grading write about the way they see it. Conversely, if years ago graduation seemed so far away. As a
process is relative, meaning that professors they are looking for creative thinking, don't part-time student I was prepared to be here
judge work by their own standards. Using the regurgitate the class lecture! either five or six years. However. the many
essay as an example. one could think "how If you're still thinking. "how totally unfair! If sacrifices have paid off and I will be finished
come my professor didnt just tell me to write I don't get to express my ideas the way I want this August. This is assuming. of course. that
an essay that agrees with hislher views on the to. I'm not really learning anything:' you are the "powers that be" do not dig up some last
topic?" In that case it would have been easy. wrong. Studying the professor is, in my opin- minute requirement that I must fulfill before
\VdL most of the time he/she did, or at least ion, just as important as studying your course graduating. Anyway, let me air a few gripes. I
one of your professors' colleagues did some- material. In the process you are learning how to will be venting regularly this semester and I
time during you schooling career. read a person. and deliver your ideas to them in hope that many other graduating seniors will do
Does the phrase. "when writing, keep your a way that they can relate to, which is really so too.
target audience in mind:' sound familiar? I important in real life! Ah-ha! The "life-lesson!" RegistratiQn- this college never ceases to
thought so. What then does this phrase mean (Re-read it. just a suggestion). amaze me. I registered for Communication
\\ hen uttered from the mouth of a professor? With this in mind. us Baruch students actu- 3102 in December, paid my tuition and
Certainly. when assigning essays your profes- ally have a great advantage over others. Since received confirmation by mail. Imagine my
sor is attempting to give you practice for future our school is so diverse we get the opportunity surprise when I got my room assignments three
writing endeavors (and trvinz to check if you to interact with people from different cultures. days before classes were scheduled to begin
~ J ~
picked up anything from lectures and course religions, and age groups, and get to practice and found that this class was not on it. As a
readings). but more importantly he/she is "reading" these people. Furthermore, we result, my first morning of classes was spent
telling you. rather explicitly. to write for them. should be getting ample practice at tailoring the navigating the registration minefield. One lady
Who reads your paper? See what I mean? delivery or the message that we want to convey at the registration desk tried to convince me
One down. one to go. Then next problem is. in a way which will effectively relay' the that 1 had dropped the-Class and it was too late.
"how do I know what the professor wants?" intended message to "the target audience:' If to be added. When I told her that it was a has-
Professors drop hints all the time ~! Students we "do our homework" we will be far ahead of sle just to get into the class she said. "well you
just have to pick up on all of these hints and the game! dropped it and that is that:' Nice attitude. right?
'compile them into "a profile:' I know this Ironically, this little lesson actually teaches Then I was advised by someone else to change
sounds impossible. but trust me, it gets easier an even more important one. Never take things my pin number as someone bad indeed dropped
every time you do it, and it's totally worth- at face value. because nothing has only one me using my pin number. Do you know what 1
while. meaning or purpose. Happy studying and good think? I think someone at the registrar's office
It always surpri ses me when students don't luck! C just screwed up royally and that no one was
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Stand and Deliver
- Edward Regan,
Baruch College president in reference to the decreased activity
space in the new Academic Complex.
"Sit/dents having less space is not right, "
How much consideration was placed when they designed the new
building? Not much, since class sizes are larger, clubs are crammed
into smaller offices, and there is a 50% reduction in student activity
space. On the other hand, faculty offices are the largest in the CUNY
system, and there are more conference rooms than student lounges. It
is obvious where the administration places their priority.
Hello Administration, did you forget that you have students to serve?
We the students have our needs, and no matter how many times we
speak out, our voices fallon deafears.
It s sad that students are responsible for making sure their needs are
placed into consideration by the administration. One would think that
it is there job, but not at Baruch. This is a place where administration
looks out for themselves while neglecting students.
However with brighter and smarter students entering the college, we
say "no more!"
What is the rational ofputting The Field Center, a place that only
directly serves 20 students on the secondfloor, where everything else is
student services, and when there is space available in the new leased
building.
Let :5 use deductive reasoning.
Students are lacking activity space and they are not allowed in the
new leased building, because there would be a heavy flow ofstudents
in the building, which is prohibited per the lease agreement. The Field
Center does not have a heavy flow of students, and therefore could
move into the leased building. The problem is solved.
If.it is not so easy, is it because Mr. Lawrence N Field donated 3 mil-
lion dollars. and money is a bigger priority, than serving the students?
Last semester at leadership weekend, Baruch President Edward
Regan suggested a move coordinator, to make sure the student voice is
heard on the new leased building. There is still no move coordinator.
Once again where is the student voice?
IfPresident Regan. can rearrange the fifth floor ofthe new building
to allow room for his office, why can't he make room for student
lounges? It is up to him. Where will he stand? Don 'tforget we the stu-
dents are the customers, not the community, and please do not glamor-
ize the other services in the building. it won't make up for the loss of
activity space.
14 ··TICKERNEWS MARCH 19,2001
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ORGAN~EDBYPS~CUNY
Attend a Public Hearing on MARCH 28: Faculty staff, students and
community members will speak out about the debilitating CUNY budget and how PSG's
contract demands will enhance conditions for learning, teaching and working conditions.
t:
TEACH CUNY in your classroom on MARCH 28: Expand your
teaching on how PSC's contract demands would rebuild CUNY. Reflect on how the
subject you teach is connected to the conditions under which you teach it.
BECOME PART OF THE FIGHT.
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effort to Trans World Airlines.
With legal control over TWA, all American
Airlines lacks is the green light from the Justice
Department to finalize the transaction. The
final ruling by the Justice Department could
include some gate divestitures. "I imagine
there will be some conditions placed on con-
solidation in New York and D.C. and potential-
ly some price controls on markets such as New
York-St. Louis, D.C.-St. Louis, Chicago-St.
Louis, and Dallas-St. Louis, tI said Dr. Marc-
David Seidel. an Assistant Professor of
Management at the University of Texas
McCombs School of Business,
With positive indications for those pending
mergers, other carriers are analyzing their posi-
tion in the industry. Houston-based Continental
Airlines, the number five carrier in the country.
seems to be on a solo course but would most
likely be "matched up" with number three
Delta Airlines if the market needed extens ive
shifting. But there is an obstacle for such a
transaction to take place: if it were to happen
extended legal and financ .al details would have
to be reevaluated.
For one thing. Continental has a 25-) ear mar-
keting arrangement with Northwest Airlines.
Secondly, enough stock ofContinental's is con-
trolled by Northwest to give it power to veto
merger activity or an acquisition attempt.
1\_ three-way marketing pact might come to
bear opposition from the government. largely
due to an obvious increase in domestic market
share and possible price fixing power. But one
prominent industry observer doesn't "believe
the Department of Transponation would have a
problem if three carriers controlled 36% of the
domestic market."
In general. mergers and acquisitions give
shareholder value, but this is highly dependent
on the industry and terms of the transaction, In
the case of airlines. who provide a service to
consumers. the effect is gruesome to those \, ho
rely on competitive, reliable and honest sen-
ice.
Gordon Bethune. Continental's Chief
Executive Officer. was one of many airline
executives who testified before the U.S. S\,,'Oate
Committee of the Judiciary on February 7 in
regards to airline consolidation.
Arguing to the members of the committee that
morning. Mr. Bethune said. "mergers will harm
custome=-s. communities and airline employ-
ees." He also mentioned that customer service
would nosedive if these four airlines consoli-
date into two super-carriers.
Pending Airline Mergers
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Not A Solution To
S·uburban SpraWl
In recent months, there have been stories in
the news of a radical group that has been burn- If flying is sometimes a headache for you,By Richard Mermel
ing down and destroying houses and hotels you haven't experienced anything yet. The
built in developing areas in an effort to curb the] Contributing Writer executives at America's largest airlines have
destruction of forests. Groups such as this are I come to the conclusion that in order to succeed
called ecoterrorists. In my article which appeared in the previous profitably and offer substantial service, consol-
The ecoterrorist group claiming responsibili- Ticker issue, "Making Your Money Work For idation must occur.
ty for these actions is an underground extremist You," I explained the value/growth approach to The airline industry is considered an old
group that is being hunted vigorously by the I investing -for those tuning in just now- and economy business with many internal prob-
Federal Bureau of Investigation. how this approach is especially important in a lems, ranging from disputes over labor con-
The FBI's efforts, however, have proved bear market such as the one we are now ex.pe- tracts between pilot groups and management to
unsuccessful so far because of the elusive way riencing. I uncontrollable congestion in airports such as
this group operates; they target enviromental- In that article I suggested you start over and La Guardia in New York.
ists through the Internet and convince them to, cut your loses without remorse, and generally I These factors do not stop the continuous
perfonn.,These criminal deeds for them, "to save 11' explained the "what," "when," "why" and I merger game between airlines around the coun-
"how" of investing. .
nature. I I try, A consolidation race among the major air-
Thus far, they and their accomplices have I Now that you are on the right path, the "who" lines was sparked with the announcement of a
caused millions of dollars in property damages I and "where" are the next important considera- I tentative acquisition of Virginia-based US
and in one horrific incident, burned a house I tions. The "who" is the person whom you want I' Airways by VAL Corporation, parent of the
while people were inside. Fortunately, they, to manage your money and more importantly United Airlines, last May.
escaped with their lives. The next ~amily may I the person whom you have to trust in advising i This pending transaction would quickly
not be so luckv. I you on what to buy and when. j improve United Airline's East coast network.
E,.c_oterrorists are not recognized by the Peace I The "where," is where your money goes after \ and allow United Airlines to gain a.lmost 500/0
it leaves your hands and where the brokerage \ of the entire U.S. domestic travel market.
··it is ironic, therefore, ! firm is investing that money. I Many industry analysts predicted that if the
I deal with people all the time that tell me United/US Airways merger was approved by
that ecoterrorists they invest theirmoney with stockbrokers who the Department of Justice's anti-trust division,
consider themselves give them advice and to whom they pay tons of many more mergers would follow.
commission in return. I ask them, "what does I "Eventually, only three airlines would
enviromentalists. rr: your-broker advtseyotrtobey?": Mostpeopte- i 'control its. skies,'ltwoUJd be-a travesty for the
---- tell me they bought some big blue chip stock or t new administration to let this go forward." said
Corps or the Envirornental Protection Agency I the next great small cap that the brokerage finn ! Representative Louise M. Slaughter (D-N.Y.)
as an enviromental group. In fact. these agen-: had a strong buy rating on. No matter what : to Business Week.
. h d t t f d th ecoterror I stock they told me, my immediate response is. While the original United/US Airways trans-c res are t e most a arnan 0 me. . - I
. d th b the radical "you've probably been played for a fool." action was being continually debated inisis an prosecute em ~cau~e ir . i
tactics put all envirornentalists like myself In a; Why? FYI. because more than 950/0 of all bro- Washington. the landscape began changing as
poor light. : kerage firms' (such as Solomon Smith Barney. American Airlines stepped into the ball game.
It is ironic, therefore. that ecoterrorists con-: Goldman Sachs. Wit Soundview.. etc.) ratings : With earlier announcements of Trans World
sider themselves enviromentalists. i are a hold rating or better. . Airlines operating with debt and later filing for
Ecoterrorists act on the belief that their I' What does that mean? Hardly any sell ratmgs Chapter 11 protection. an auction began.
, . th arth firom destruction in this declining tech market means brokerage American Airlines proposed to accuire all ofactions are saving e e . . ' . :;;.---_' ~
Thev are against suburban sprawl. which is the, tinns aren t r.atIng companies based on S1. Louis based Trans World Airline's assets -
tc -.. the~ expansion of housing and commer-II whether they will succeed or not; rathe~, they estimated at $742 million- as well as 200/0 of
am lor ... ks f they
. I are assigning positive ratings to stoc I U.S. Airways' assets, which would mean thatcia spaces. th· I Wh' t
Suburban sprawl is good and bad: good in that I will make .money on elr sa e.. at ~~ mean neither America Airlines nor United Airlines
It provides low income housing for poor resi- I by "sal~" l~, a r~undabout ~ay IS the recom- would dominate in key markets such as
dents being forced out of the cities thro'ugh gen-! mendatlOns to Investors With the cornp~~ to Philadelphia Charlotte, N.C., and Pittsburgh.
tnfication (such as what is happening in! bU~ t.h~ stock and. o,f course, the underwnt~ng This revised transaction points out how two
11 I ) d bad because you are building a I actiVities. Why don t the brokerage firms give competing carriers will ultimatel>' split the
a~ ern f' an h I sell ratings and sell a stock short? They do. but domestic market and cooperatively operate thenation 0 asp a t. fi ' ,
Re ardless of the negative aspects of subur- less than 5% of brokerage Inns ratIng~ are Boston-New York-Washington Shunle. the
b g I tho t 'sts acts are illegal sell ratings (Selling a stock short, or shortmg a J'ewel of all airlines' networks-SO-50.an spraw. IS eco erron . I • • h
E . 15 h Id therefore be prosecuted i stock, refers to an mvestment optIOn were you On Monday March 12, U.S. Bankruptcycoterrons s ou . ' . I' . h . f k)
f h I i profit off the dec me In t e pnce 0 a stoc. Judge Peter Walsh accepted American Airl ine's
!t.) the full extent 0 ~ e a~.. ., I This mi ht be because selling stocks short
In the future, I Will wnte articles gOing mto : . g .. h ak' r.'"""'~~~~~~~~~~,.-~~~0m2~:rrmCs~.,s7":"~~_._~.-.---'"';~=:i==:1
• • I results In a ceiling on w at you can m e m
tht:st: Issues In grcater depth. I profit and a bottomless pit on what you can
i loose: the better the stock performs, the more
money you lose.
Brokerage firms rate positively those stocks
that their traders, mutual funds, or large credit-
ed investors are heavily invested in.
Bottomline: '·don't be lazy!" D() some
research on the Internet, find an affordable
(usually dubbed "discount") Internet broker
with good credibility. Finns like E-trade,
Ameritrade, or Charles Schwab are good
places to start. And even your own bank, like
Citibank or Chase Manhattan, will do nicely.
And they won't throw some self serving
investment advice at you.
Ifyou're a long·tenn investor, online brokers
are even better because ifyou open an account
online you may get a month of free trading or
even 10 free trades. Then all you have to do is
buy your Johnson &Johnson's, GE's or IBM's
and hold them forever, all the while never hav-
ing to pay any commissions.
Lookout for my article on why mutual funds
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In this hYPolhetind example. seulng asid~ $lOO a month in a
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br~c~el snows better ~rowth than lhe same net UlK1uut pUl
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Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.sa-
PR.I~.ES:
Deferring taxes with
.-...-..---CREF can be so
rewarding, you'll wonder
why you didn't do it sooner.
One of the fastest "'lays to build a retirement nest egg
is t.hrough tax-deferred Supplemental RetIrement
Annuities (SRAs) from Tt.AA-·CREF.
Your funds are autornaticallv deducted from your
paycheck, so It's easy to build income to supplement
your pension and S()cia; Security,'" Espec.ially since your
SRA contributions grow undiminished by taxes until you
vv!thdravv the funcis.
And you may even be able to borrow funds against your
SRA······a unique benefit of choosing T1AA··CREF.:
., N(l':~ ,-.lr:l:J~r !eG~(dl tax lav.,;. wlthdrd""a~s. prsOf to d!,lE' '::>9/: m~y be
·,'.JbW(~: to r~s:r;(:IQns ~l"'lJ to a lOCk additional tax
So why wait? let TIAA-CREF's low expenses and invest..
r
..···,·~~·vEs·T-As·-L-;TTL·E ..As--·l ment expertise ~e'p you budd a
525 a month corntortable retrrernent. We
I through an automatic Ithmk you wlH f,nd it rewardmg
l payroll plan? .
L. _. . In years to (Ofl1e
c
~
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sr:vP'" 1 (!'"1EC.~ \,vl!h '(our InS!I:ut!<')f' for ,jv<3llr.lblltty 2. You !":'lay bE' able to lrlVe~! lip to the IRS maximum 0; $1 O,SOO per yl?'ar To r€<:~f"e a
p-?f:>0nal l .:ed calculatlon of vour ~aXlr::u~ contnbution. caU TlAA-CRH at 1.800.8422776. • TI.A.A--C REF IndlvidlJdl and Ins1.itlltlofMI S«:'fVICP.S.
;1"(' and It:'a(h~rs Persona: Investors Sel\llCeS, Inc. distnbute secunues products. • reacbers Insurance and .~nnuilll Asso<.:i<Jtion (TJAAi, New
'I~~rl<' NY dnd TlAA-e RH· ufe ;nsurance Co.. New York. NY Issue insurance and annumes. • 1IAAA C RH' 1rust Company, FSB provides trust servo
" ,~ .... '. investment produ<.ts dn:~ not FDIC Insured, may lose value and are not bank' guaranteed. © 2001 'fe<3cher<s insurcmce and
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.l'iiiroWing woes ar. stiii bauDtingnuck Knoblaucii iiii.spring traiog;oga. iie bas five tiirowin~ ..•
.errors in ten games. (Ph()toSljlankees.com)
nsistent basis. Gooden and Lilly are in the
same predicament. The chaos has yielded. a
new candidate this week, as right-hander
Christian Parker (14-6, 3_13 ERA witfi
Norwich in 2000) will be given a chance to
start in place of the injured Orlando Hernand-
ez. The race for the fifth spot continues.
One person that has been gaining a lot of
attention is the Yankees top prospect Alphonso
Soriano. He leads the Yankees in batting aver-
age this spring, and his defense has also been
very solid. In the rotating door that is the
Yankees left field, Soriano's main competition
would be injury-prone Shane Spencer. If
Spencer is ready to come back to the game in
full capacity. he will be the starting left fielder.
This doesn't mean the Yankees have given up
on Soriano.
With Knoblauch showing no change in his
mental errors (5 errors in 10 spring games). the
idea of Soriano replacing Knoblauch at the sec-
ond base position is not out of the question.
Though Knoblauch is probably the league's
best lead-off man, his inconsistent glove has
been a source of many problems. Soriano's
solid glove and bat can be the solution to it all.
Torre has pledged his support to the error-
prone Knoblauch. "I'm not about to giveup on
him ....not by a long shot." the Yankees manag-
er stated.
Even with that said, the Yankees haven't been
ableto solve any of their problems at training
camp. The question marks are still as glaring
as they ever were.
Yankees Still Facing
Unanswered Questions
Spring trai ning traditionally focuses on one
main objective: how can a team improve from
last year's performance? This task affects
every Major League team. even if you are the
dynasty known as the New York Yankees.
We are at the half way point of the Spring
Training season. and much to the dissatisfac-
tion of Joe Torre and the Yankees in general,
the same questions that existed when coming
into camp remain unanswered.
We begin with the fifth starter's position on
the pitching rotation. After the loss of Ramiro
Mendoza last year, the Yankees have had more
question marks as to who would replace him
than they \VOU ld have hoped. Though Mendoza
is currently back in training camp and gelling
his control back. the rehabilitation process has
only just begun. leaving no short term solution
to this gaping hole.
The challenge was set out at the beginning of
~ ~ ~
training camp for Dwight Gooden. Randy
Keisler, "EI Duqecito' Adrian Hernandez. and
Ted Lilly to compete for the coveted spot.
Gooden. who \I, as used as a set up man out of
the bullpen last year. is only six wins away
from 200 career wins. and is itching to get his
shot at that milestone. Keisler and Lilly have
also been given the nod to compete. Adrian
I Iernandcz.. king the younger brother of "EI
Duque" Orlando Hernandez.' was picked up
and signed \, ith heavy expectations on his
shoulders.
\:\)ne have been able to come through. The
leading. candidates. Keisler and "EI Duque-
c ito." have not been able to perform on a co-
Randy Keisler is one of many Yankee pitchers looking to take tile coveted number 5 starter spot.
By David Martinez
. Managing Editor
interest. Considering that this could be his last
shot at being a part of a Stanley Cup champi-
onship, while still being on a team within the
Metropolitan area, Vanbiesbrouck felt that the
opportunity was too good to pass up, and con-
sented to the trade.
"John did everything this organization could
have asked of him," said Milbury. ....He played
well and from the start of training camp was a
true leader. He'll have a great opportunity with
the defending Cup champions and get to stay
near his family. We thank John for the profes-
sionalism and leadership he showed this season
and wish him well.,.,
The Devils, unlike tile Islanders, are within
reach of another Stanley Cup Championship.
With that in mind, Devils GM Lou Lamorielle
felt it best to ann himself with a consistent,
experienced net minder to back up starter
Martin Brodeur, instead of relying on the shaky
play of Terreri to bail them out of potentially
tough situations.
Meanwhile, on the Island, it was basically "a
personal call on the part of GM Mike Milbury
and Vanbiesbrouck. During the GM's meeting
in Palm Springs, the offer was made to Milbury
by Lamoriello, and Milbury stated that he was-
n't shopping Vanbiesbrouck, but would run the
deal by his goaltender just in case there was
Beezer Gets His Long Awaited Shot
One time Devils strong hold Chris Terreri and a ninth round draft pick
send all-star John Vanbiesbrouck to the contending New Jersey Devils
By David Martinez
Managing Editor
Hockey fans in the Metropolitan area have
grown accustomed to the NHL trade deadline
quietly passing them by. This year. though.
there was a glitch on the radar.
With tile Rangers already making small-
trades, shuffling defensernen, and acquiring a
slumping goaltender off waivers, the Devils
and Islanders decided to help each other out
by exchanging aging goaltenders. John Van- -
biesbrouck, 37, will finally get a shot atbeing
a Stanley Cup contender as he leaves the Isla-
nd for the swampy grounds of New Jersey. In
exchange, the Islanders receive Chris Terreri,
36, a solid lifetime NHL goaltender, and a nin-
th round draft pick.HiS WiSii"coa;Ci ·tnlt;f·1hC·BCCZCr'joins·New···· .. · ..
Jersey in their quest for Lord Stanley's Cup!
